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Introducing our
Engagement in
Learning Policy
Co-op Academy Priesthorpe wants
to ensure all students have the best
opportunities within and beyond the
classroom to become great learners.

Martin Blacoe
Principal

“

The headteacher
provides strong
and determined
leadership and
school leaders
and governors
are ambitious
for pupils.

”

OFSTED 2017

We want to develop our students’ thirst
for knowledge each day and allow them
to achieve great outcomes through
the very best teaching, underpinned
by the principles of resilience and
independence.
We encourage all our students to be aspirational,
achieve excellent outcomes and develop into
citizens of the future who are well equipped for
the world of work and beyond.
Our Engagement in Learning policy is driven
by our desire to improve outcomes for all our
students. The policy aims to address any low
level disruption to learning by establishing clear
expectations of all members of the Priesthorpe
community. This means that students, staff
and parents are working consistently together
to reinforce a ‘high expectations and no
excuses’ culture around positive behaviour and
engagement in learning across all areas
of the academy.
Priesthorpe Pathways will continue to be
fundamental within this journey, and will be
underpinned by a core belief in the power
of restorative practice. We want students at
Priesthorpe to take pride in their achievements
on a daily basis, with consistent effort being the
cornerstone of their positive contribution to our
academy community.

Priesthorpe Pathways
The following guide explains the steps which the academy will take to ensure a
positive climate for learning. This involves consequences for students should they
choose not to meet our minimum expectations. We ask that parents, students and staff
work together closely to ensure that all of our students are fully prepared to meet the
challenges and opportunities ahead of them.

REWARDS LADDER

CONSEQUENCES LADDER

R8

Annual Presentation Evening
Whole academy award ceremony
celebrating ‘Pride in Priesthorpe’

Green action
Student given verbal warning. Advised as
to the consequence of continued poor
behaviour

C1

R7

Reward Shop
Regular opportunities to recognise
achievements

Yellow action
Behaviour (B) code recorded in student’s
planner

C2

R6

Termly Achievement Assembly
To celebrate achievement in each
year group

Red action
Student removed to departmental
referral. Automatic ‘red’ 20 minute
detention issued and recorded

R5

Positive Postcard
From staff to share your achievements
with parents and carers

Removed to school referral
For significantly poor or unsafe behaviour.
Student to discuss with year manager.
School detention given and a letter home

C4

R4

Phone Call Home
By any member of staff who is impressed
by your effort

Reflective behaviour centre
For serious incidents or following a
sequence of poor behaviour

C5

R3

Merit Awards
For a positive contribution to learning
and the wider Priesthorpe community

‘ATE’
Alternative to exclusion. Off-site provision
for more serious incidents. Alternative to
formally recorded fixed term exclusion

C6

R2

Written Positive Comments
Recorded in the planner for effort and
achievement

Fixed term exclusion
Followed by return to academy meeting
with parent(s)

C7

R1

Verbal Praise
For doing the right thing

Permanent exclusion/removal

C8

C3

Engagement in learning
One easily defined grade is given, which helps parents, staff and students
clearly understand our expectations.

PROGRESS

My teacher has judged that I am making better
than expected progress in my work

My teacher has judged that I am making the
progress that is expected of me in my work

My teacher has judged that I am making less
progress than is expected of me in my work

My teacher has judged that I am making
significantly less progress than is expected
of me in my work

HOW AM I DOING?

1
Great

The table below identifies criteria which need to be met to achieve
a 1, 2, 3, or 4 grading for students’ engagement in learning.

ENGAGEMENT IN LEARNING
I am always Positive and work with excellent Effort in lessons
I always take Pride in my learning and the Presentation of my work
I am always Resilient and respond to Challenges to the best of my ability
I always work well Independently and complete classwork and home learning
I am Aspirational and understand my current level of progress and am driven to improve
I am always Prepared and bring the correct equipment to my lessons
I attend all my lessons and am always Punctual
I am always Polite and Respectful to the teacher and other students

2
Striving to be
great

I am Positive and work with a good level of Effort in lessons
I usually take Pride in my learning and the Presentation of my work
I am usually Resilient and respond to Challenges to the best of my ability
I usually work well Independently and almost always complete classwork and home learning
I am Aspirational and understand my current level of progress and know how to improve
I am Prepared and bring the correct equipment to my lessons
I attend most of my lessons and am always Punctual
I am Polite and I am Respectful to the teacher and other students

3
Needs some
improvement

I am usually Positive and work with a reasonable level of Effort in lessons
I sometimes take Pride in my learning and the Presentation of my work
I am occasionally Resilient and sometimes respond to Challenges to the best of my ability
I occasionally work Independently and sometimes complete classwork and home learning
I know my current level of progress but must be more Aspirational and strive to improve
I am usually Prepared and bring the correct equipment to my lessons
I attend most of my lessons and I am usually Punctual
I am usually Polite and Respectful to the teacher and other students

4
Needs significant
improvement

Progress judgements are based on the continual assessment of work including;

I am rarely Positive and often work with little Effort in lessons
I rarely take Pride in my learning and the Presentation of my work
I am rarely Resilient and rarely respond to Challenges to the best of my ability
I rarely work Independently and complete classwork and home learning
I must be more Aspirational and strive to improve
I am rarely Prepared and often fail to bring the correct equipment to lessons
I have poor attendance to lessons and I am rarely Punctual
I am often Impolite and Disrespectful to staff and other students

classwork, home learning, tests and exams

Expectations of behaviour for learning
At Priesthorpe we believe there are
fundamental expectations which create an
appropriate climate for students to fully
engage in learning.
The following highlights our minimum
expectations from all students and the
consequences, which will be automatically
invoked should students be unsuccessful in
meeting expectations.

Punctuality
Students must arrive in school before 8:25am. Arrival at lesson after 8:30am will result in a
one-hour detention that night after school. Should a student be late twice in a half term they
will be placed in our Inclusion Room for a day.

Planner
Students must have their planner.
Only 1 planner sheet will be issued per
half term. If a student is without their
planner a second time they will be
placed in our Inclusion Room for that day.

Uniform
Students must be in full academy uniform as
outlined in the planner. Students who wear
incorrect uniform will receive a 5xU code and be
isolated for the day if a change of uniform
is not provided or borrowed.

B/D Codes
Students who receive 3 B or D codes in a week will receive a one-hour 3DB detention after
school on a Friday. Students who receive two 3DB detentions in a half term will be placed in
our Inclusion Room for a day.

5 Codes
If students gain 5 planner codes during a half term they will receive a 30 minute 5 code
detention after school on a Thursday. Students who receive two 5 code detentions in a half
term will be placed in our Inclusion Room for a day.

Departmental & School Referral
Students who are removed to departmental referral will be given a subject detention for 20
minutes. Students refusing to attend departmental referral will be placed in a 3BD detention.
Students will be removed to school referral for significant incidents. If a student is removed
to school referral twice in a half term they will be placed in our Inclusion Room for a day.
Failure to attend a punctuality, 3BD, or 5 code detention will result in being placed in our
Inclusion Room for a day.

Consequences

Inclusion Room

Our expectations are based on communication
skills such as, active listening and respectful
speaking; taking
responsibility for one’s own actions; respect
and courtesy for others. We are committed to
the principles of restorative practice to address
concerns in any of these areas.

The Inclusion Room is used when students do not follow Priesthorpe Pathways or our
expectations of engagement in learning. Students will be placed in the Inclusion Room for
repeated failure to meet expectations. Students will complete appropriate work when here.

Departmental Referral & Inclusion Room

The RBC encourages reflective and restorative work with students who have been involved
in a significant incident at school. Time in the RBC is spent completing class work but also
involves sessions that are tailored to target reflection on incidents and strategies to prevent
repeat occurrences. Students also take part in restorative meetings with any students or staff
who have been involved in the incident that has led them to being placed in the RBC. RBC
begins at 9.30am and finishes one hour after the school day ends.

Reflective Behaviour Centre (RBC)

Students may be moved into departmental referral as part of the Priesthorpe Pathways.
Students will be removed to School Referral for serious incidents of disruption or dangerous
behaviour. Students who are removed to the Inclusion Room will be given a consequence
dependant upon the severity of the incident.

Patrol
Staff may call for Patrol when there has
been a serious incident within a lesson.
Staff on Patrol will attend and remove the
student to the Inclusion Room. If an
incident has resulted in Patrol being called,
staff will log this on SIMs.

“

The behaviour of pupils is
good. Pupils are helpful
and courteous to staff
and visitors. A caring and
supportive atmosphere
exists across the school.
OFSTED 2017

”

Alternative to Exclusion (ATE) &
Fixed Term Exclusion (FTE)
Following the most serious of incidents school will consider both ATE & FTE as sanctions.
ATE may include Twilight (12.30pm – 4.30pm at school) or the use of offsite providers.
If a student is issued with ATE or FTE appropriate work will always be provided and a
restorative meeting will follow upon their return to school.

Detentions

Permanent Exclusion

Detentions at Priesthorpe vary in length from 10 minutes for minor incidents through to one
hour. Detentions are issued for incidents which disrupt both teaching and engagement in
learning. Students may move upwards through the detention system if they fail to attend an
initial detention, which has been set by a member of staff. Staff always write detentions in
students’ planners, with the exception of punctuality detentions, which are indicated by
an ‘L’ sticker.

Co-op Academy Priesthorpe supports the City
of Leeds’ agenda not to permanently exclude
students. This does not however, prevent us from
using alternative provisions on a long term or
permanent basis for students who are repeatedly
causing significant disruption to teaching and
learning.

Students who fail to attend one-hour detentions or who fail to meet the high expectations
of the detention will be placed in the Inclusion Room the following school day.

Uniform
We have high standards of personal appearance of all our students. The Student Planner gives
detailed information about what is acceptable uniform. The following photographs highlight
acceptable and incorrect uniform. Uniform shops can sometimes sell items which do not
comply with our Academy policy so please ensure you refer to this, prior to purchasing new
items of uniform.

Don’ts

Photographs below show acceptable school uniform. Photographs opposite are examples
of items which do not meet the uniform policy as highlighted in the planner.

Do’s
No jeans
No short skirts

No running
shoes

No boots

No soft plimsoles

No tight trousers

